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Abstract
New developments in the field of biomedicine can have extensive implications for society. 
To steer research efforts in a responsible direction, biomedical scientists should contribute 
to a forward-looking ethical, and societal evaluation of new developments. However, the 
question remains how to equip students sufficiently with the skills they need to contrib-
ute to this evaluation. In this paper, we examine how the four dimensions of Responsible 
Research and Innovation (anticipation, reflexivity, inclusivity, and responsiveness) inform 
the identification of learning goals and teaching approaches that contribute to developing 
these skills in biomedical scientists. We suggest that these educational approaches focus on 
the skills to anticipate intended and unintended outcomes, reflect on the epistemological 
and moral aspects of research practice, and be inclusive of the variety of voices in soci-
ety. We argue that if these dimensions are properly integrated into biomedical curricula, 
they will help students develop the attitudinal aspects necessary for becoming responsive, 
and prepare them for implementing the dimensions of responsible research into their daily 
practice. This paper focuses specifically on skills biomedical scientists need for the respon-
sible conduct of research. Therefore, our analysis results, at least in part, in domain-specific 
recommendations. We invite educators from other disciplines to do the same exercise, as 
we believe this could lead to tailored educational approaches by which students from vari-
ous disciplinary backgrounds learn how they each have a role in contributing to socially 
robust and morally responsible research practice.
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1 Introduction

Scientific developments come with increasingly large ethical and societal implications 
that require careful consideration. For science education, this means that curricula, espe-
cially in higher education, should not focus only on scientific content but also on preparing 
students for their role in overseeing and discussing the impact of scientific innovation in 
society. This is especially true for the field of biomedical sciences, in which new develop-
ments like whole-genome analysis and the discovery of CRISPR-cas9 lead to extensive 
academic and societal debate on safety and desirability. Although there is a widespread 
pledge that (future) bioscientists should be involved in dealing with the ethical and soci-
etal issues in their field (Bosch, 2018; Douglas, 2003; Sugarman & Bredenoord, 2020), 
the question remains how biomedical curricula can be adjusted to equip students with the 
necessary skills to consider these ethical and societal dimensions. In other words, what are 
the learning goals that fit these ambitions and how can these learning goals be brought into 
practice?

Pledges for more extensive deliberation of the ethical and societal impact of 
biomedical innovation have not only been made in academia but can also be recognized 
in several policy programs and initiatives. These include the ethical, legal, and societal 
issues (ELSI) framework developed alongside the Human Genome Project in 1990 
(Langfelder & Juengst, 1993), and the Responsible Research and Innovation (RRI) 
framework developed in 2010 as part of the European Union program for research and 
innovation “Horizon 2020” (Von Schomberg, 2013). Analyzing these frameworks, a 
broad commonality can be recognized that shows a normative consensus on how science 
should be conducted. This normative consensus can be summarized as steering the 
processes and outcomes of research and innovation so they are ethically acceptable for 
society by involving different academic disciplines, stakeholders, and the public upstream 
in the research process. Implementing such an upstream ethical and societal evaluation 
of biomedical developments not only asks for the contribution of experts from outside 
of the biomedical field, but also demands a different way of thinking and acting from 
biomedical researchers. They should, for instance, be able to recognize research outcomes 
that could cause ethical conflicts. Additionally, they should be open to collaborating 
with other stakeholders and academic disciplines early in the research process, and be 
transparent when communicating about their work to a broader audience. To ensure that 
future biomedical researchers are prepared to contribute to the proposed vision of ethical 
and socially responsible research, their educational program must be closely attuned to 
developing congruent skills. In this paper, we aim to establish what these congruent skills 
are and define learning goals for future biomedical scientists.

As inspiration and direction for specifying these learning goals, we use previous work 
by Tassone and colleagues in which Responsible Research and Innovation competencies 
for students in higher education are described (Tassone & Eppink, 2016; Tassone et  al., 
2017). These competencies are structured along the four dimensions of RRI, described in 
work by Stilgoe and colleagues (Stilgoe et al., 2013). These four dimensions, anticipation, 
reflexivity, inclusivity, and responsiveness, form the main processes that support responsi-
ble conduct of research and innovation. By defining competencies based on all four dimen-
sions of RRI, Tassone and colleagues establish a framework of competencies higher educa-
tion students need to participate in these RRI processes. As their work is meant as a tool to 
guide educators in (re-)designing their curricula, Tassone and colleagues invite educators 
to experiment with the suggested framework within their own context. When we follow 
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this suggestion and project these competencies on our specific context of biomedical edu-
cation, we feel that an additional step has to be made to translate these general competen-
cies into specific learning goals suitable for biomedical students.

In this paper, we determine specific learning goals for biomedical sciences students by 
starting with a reflection on how each of the four RRI dimensions and their corresponding 
competencies proposed by Tassone and colleagues fit into a biomedical sciences educa-
tional program. We do this in the light of closely related scholarly work in other disciplines 
(e.g., ethics, social sciences, science education, and moral education). The specific learn-
ing goals we identify lay the foundations for a backward design approach in which con-
crete curriculum innovations follow from well-established curricular endpoints (Wiggins 
& McTighe, 2005). We organize our learning goals as suggested by Tassone et al., along 
the lines of the cognitive, affective, and psychomotor domains. Additionally, we identify 
learning goals with taxonomy descriptors indicating their level of depth, based on the work 
of Bloom (1956), Krathwohl (2010), Krathwohl et al. (1964), and Dave (1970). This clari-
fies the position of the learning goals in existing or newly developed learning progressions 
within the curriculum. Finally, we complement our learning goals with suggestions for 
concrete teaching approaches that fit these goals. A summary of our findings can be found 
in Table 1.

Table 1  Dimension and competencies of Responsible Research and Innovation, and congruent learning 
goals for biomedical scientists, organized in the cognitive, affective, and psychomotor domains. The learn-
ing goals are supplemented with examples of teaching activities that support that specific learning goal

Dimensions (Stilgoe 
et al. (2013) and 
competencies  
(Tassone et al. 
(2017)

Learning goals Learning domain
(Bloom (1956),  
Krathwohl, (2010), 
Krathwohl et al. (1964) 
and Dave (1970))

Example of teaching activity

Anticipation
  • Future studies 

competencies
  • Future-oriented 

competencies
  • Proactivity

Demonstrate how historic 
and current data can 
be used to predict 
the future impact of 
biomedical research

Cognitive (apply) Students compare historic examples of controversial 
biomedical innovation to current cases to look 
for similarities and new possibilities to anticipate 
negative outcomes

Differentiate between 
hard and soft impacts 
of biomedical research 
outcomes

Cognitive (analyze) Students list possible implications of biomedical 
innovations, specifically focusing on soft impacts, 
which are harder to predict

Use and appreciate the 
skill of moral imagina-
tion to reflect on the soft 
impact of biomedical 
innovation

Affective (value) Students try to place themselves in a scenario, to 
reflect on how they would experience the impact 
of a specific situation

Deliberate the desirability 
of future research 
outcomes

Cognitive (evaluate)
Affective (organize)

Students evaluate the benefits and harms of new 
innovations and use arguments to describe the 
desirability of these innovations

Create own scenarios 
to anticipate research 
outcomes, taking into 
account their uncertain-
ties

Cognitive (create)
Psychomotor (articulate)

Students create scenario’s in which they describe 
how implementing a specific innovation in society 
might lead to societal changes
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Table 1  (continued)

Dimensions (Stilgoe 
et al. (2013) and 
competencies  
(Tassone et al. 
(2017)

Learning goals Learning domain
(Bloom (1956),  
Krathwohl, (2010), 
Krathwohl et al. (1964) 
and Dave (1970))

Example of teaching activity

Reflexivity
  • Self-awareness
  • Situational 

awareness
  • Social aware-

ness/empathy
  • Ethical thinking
  • Disruptive 

thinking

Understand how biomedi-
cal science produces 
knowledge

Cognitive (understand)
Affective (receive)

Students reflect on how research questions and 
hypotheses are formulated and when hypotheses 
can be confirmed or disproved

Understand the justifica-
tion of research meth-
odologies

Cognitive (understand)
Affective (respond)

Students reflect from a philosophical perspective 
if the used research approach is adequate for 
confirming or disproving hypotheses

Have adequate reason-
ing skills, recognize 
and avoid reasoning 
fallacies

Cognitive (understand)
Affective (respond)

Students look at different types of reasoning fallacies 
and learn how to recognize them

Understand why science 
needs reproducibility 
and evaluate the repro-
ducibility of a research 
study

Cognitive (application)
Affective (value)

Students discuss the pitfalls of reproducibility and 
how to avoid them

Recognize the importance 
of scientific integrity 
and evaluate the integ-
rity of a research study

Cognitive (application)
Affective (value)

Students discuss the pitfalls of scientific integrity 
and how to avoid them

Critically reflect on scien-
tific work produced by 
oneself and others

Cognitive (evaluate) Students discuss scientific work that was retracted 
because of research mistakes

Know and understand the 
rules regarding the use 
of animal models in 
biomedical research

Cognitive (understand)
Affective (value)

Students discuss the necessity of animal testing as 
well as the opinions of animal rights organizations

Know and understand the 
rules regarding the use 
of human subjects

Cognitive (understand)
Affective (value)

Students reflect on current and historical examples 
of research on human subjects and discuss how to 
avoid exploitation

Recognize the ethical 
aspects of a situation

Cognitive (evaluate)
Affective (organize)

Students look for patterns in the ethical aspects that 
can be recognized in several cases of biomedical 
innovation

Be able to reason about 
the ethical aspects in 
a situation and discuss 
a justifiable course of 
action

Psychomotor (articulate) Students discuss the ethical aspects of a situation 
from multiple perspectives and try to come to a 
strong conclusion
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2  Learning Goals in Four Dimensions

2.1  Anticipation

The first dimension described by Stilgoe and colleagues is anticipation. It is described as 
improving foresight by systematic thinking and asking “what if…?” questions to predict 

Table 1  (continued)

Dimensions (Stilgoe 
et al. (2013) and 
competencies  
(Tassone et al. 
(2017)

Learning goals Learning domain
(Bloom (1956),  
Krathwohl, (2010), 
Krathwohl et al. (1964) 
and Dave (1970))

Example of teaching activity

Inclusivity
  • Trans-discipli-

nary collabora-
tion

  • Participatory 
ability

  • Multi-perspective 
and intercultural 
communication

  • Openness and 
transparency

Become aware of one’s 
disciplinary perspective

Affective (receive) Two teachers, one with a biomedical background, 
one with a different disciplinary background, 
together discuss a biomedical topic, both from 
their own disciplinary perspective

Recognize and value 
different disciplinary 
perspectives in multi-
disciplinary collabora-
tions

Cognitive (analyze)
Affective (value)

Two teachers, one with a biomedical background, 
one with a different disciplinary background, 
discuss a biomedical topic, both from their own 
disciplinary perspective

Understand the epistemo-
logical foundations of 
different disciplines

Cognitive (understand) Students look at research papers from different dis-
ciplinary journals, and specifically at the research 
questions and methodologies used

Value emotional perspec-
tives in inclusive 
deliberation with dif-
ferent stakeholders and 
members of the public

Affective (value) Students participate in a role-playing exercise in 
which students take a specific emotional perspec-
tive

Communicate scientific 
knowledge to people 
with different emotional 
perspectives and levels 
of scientific knowledge

Psychomotor (perfect) Students participate in dialogues with people from 
different social and cultural backgrounds

Listen and learn while 
participating in bi-
directional forms of 
communication

Affective (internalize)
Psychomotor (embody)

Students formulate new biomedical research ques-
tions together with members from the public

Be sensitive in communi-
cation about uncertainty 
and risk in service of 
open and transparent 
communication

Affective (internalize)
Psychomotor (embody)

Students practice translating research findings into 
material (e.g., a news article or a video) for a lay-
person audience. This can concern both published 
research findings, as well as experiments the 
students did themselves

Responsiveness:
  • Navigate 

complexity/wick-
edness

  • Agency
  • Adaptability

Recognize the role of 
biomedical research 
in creating and solv-
ing complex/wicked 
problems

Cognitive (analyze) Students analyze a complex problem like sustain-
ability so they will appreciate that biomedical 
research has a role in both creating and solving 
these complex problems

Use interdisciplinary 
competencies to inte-
grate knowledge from 
different fields

Psychomotor (embody) Students collaborate in multidisciplinary teams to 
solve complex problems that cross-disciplinary 
boundaries

Have confidence in one’s 
competencies of antici-
pation, reflexivity, and 
inclusivity

Psychomotor (embody) Students participate in reflective sessions with fel-
low students as part of their internships. In these 
sessions, students reflect on how the dimensions 
of anticipation, reflexivity, and inclusivity are 
integrated in their projects
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and possibly redirect research outcomes (Stilgoe et al., 2013). For a proper evaluation of 
the societal impact of biomedical developments, ethical and societal aspects must be con-
sidered in parallel, meaning that they should be discussed alongside the development pro-
cess. This parallel evaluation makes it possible to guide and redirect research efforts during 
the process, rather than solely providing a hindsight assessment. To make sure this evalu-
ation is comprehensive, experts from different disciplines (e.g., ethicists, social scientists, 
and legal experts) have to work in close collaboration with biomedical scientists (Jongsma 
& Bredenoord, 2020). However, to make these collaborations successful, biomedical scien-
tists need competencies that are not usually part of their educational program.

Tassone and colleagues identified future studies competencies, future-oriented ethi-
cal competencies, and proactivity as the competencies needed for anticipation (Tassone 
et  al., 2017). These competencies highlight the importance of learning how an edu-
cated and empirically grounded speculation of the future can be made in which ethical 
aspects are taken into consideration. Proactivity can be seen as understanding that early 
consideration of possible future outcomes is important for steering research processes 
into a desirable direction. An often-used method for thinking about the future is the use 
of scenarios, as they stimulate active engagement in consideration of future outcomes 
(Vervoort et al., 2015). We, therefore, argue that using scenarios in education could be 
a useful approach when teaching students how to anticipate the outcomes of biomedical 
innovation.

2.1.1  Future Scenarios to Support Anticipation

Scenarios for studying the future should not be based on complete speculation but should 
follow an educated imagination. Therefore, scenarios can be seen as empirically grounded 
speculations on the technical possibilities of new developments based on current and his-
torical information (Lucivero, 2016; Stemerding et al., 2010). By engaging in empirically 
grounded scenarios, science students may become aware of the translational capacity of 
historical events and current data for anticipating the future and how certain choices can 
shape future outcomes.

However, future-oriented scenarios should not only anticipate the technical possibil-
ities but also the effects technical developments could have on individuals and society 
(Stemerding et al., 2010; Vervoort et al., 2015). To thoroughly understand the impact new 
developments can have on society, it is useful for students to be aware of the difference 
between hard and soft impacts (Assen et al., 2021; Boerwinkel et al., 2014). Hard impacts 
include effects such as health risks, costs, and environmental effects. These effects are 
quantifiable and result in concrete outcomes that can be marked as desirable or undesir-
able. However, solely focusing on hard impacts does not provide a complete overview of 
the possible ethical and societal implications, and soft impacts should also be considered. 
Soft impacts are the effects that new developments can have on behavior, societal norms, 
and values. These aspects are more difficult to quantify, and therefore increase the level 
of uncertainty when predicting the impact of innovation (Boenink et al., 2010). With the 
inclusion of soft impacts in future scenarios, it becomes more complicated to evaluate the 
desirability of the described situation.

To assist in reflecting on the soft impact in scenarios and the soft impact of biomedi-
cal innovation, the skill of moral imagination can be used. Individuals use their moral 
imagination continuously when making ethical decisions by imagining the effects of a 
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decision. When doing this, we place ourselves in that future and imagine how that expe-
rience would be for us (Coeckelbergh, 2007). Although people use moral imagination 
daily, it is not a skill that researchers often explicitly use in their work. Asking students 
to imagine how they would feel in a described future brought about by certain research 
outcomes might help them become aware of the value of moral imagination in the evalu-
ation of biomedical research. Seeing the value of the skill of moral imagination to evalu-
ate new biomedical innovations requires students to become aware that they have this 
skill, and become devoted to using this skill to consider the ethical and societal dimen-
sions of their research. After students become aware that their moral imagination is a 
useful attribute in evaluating the outcome of biomedical innovation, the next step is to 
reflect on these future outcomes. To do this, students have to evaluate and rate certain 
outcomes on their desirability and make judgments based on this information. The final 
step after making judgments regarding the desirability of research outcomes is thinking 
out ways to anticipate undesirable research outcomes. For this, students need to take the 
many uncertainties and extensive possibilities into consideration. This asks for students 
to create their own scenarios and find creative ways to circumvent undesirable ethical 
and societal implications.

2.1.2  Example of Teaching for Anticipation

One way of using scenarios in an educational setting and helping students consider both 
the hard and soft impacts of research processes is to stimulate reflection on pre-built sce-
narios. By using narratives that show the dilemmas that can emerge in a research process 
and the consequences of particular decisions, students can see which key steps lead to spe-
cific outcomes and reflect on the desirability of these outcomes. These pre-built scenarios 
can be specifically developed for educational purposes, as well as artistic works like sci-
ence fiction. Written narratives and movie scripts not only stimulate moral imagination, 
but can additionally help students see how the writers, who often do not have a scientific 
background, view certain research advances (Burton et al., 2018). A relevant scenario to 
stimulate competencies of anticipation in biomedical students may concern a technology 
that potentially has controversial applications. This can concern the potential of dual use 
of the technology, meaning that a technology intended for human benefit can intentionally 
be misused for harmful purposes, or a technology in which unintended negative outcomes 
lead to discussion. When considering a technology with controversial applications, it is 
helpful to reflect on historical cases that previously have led to large controversies. Stu-
dents can use these historical examples to reflect on the steps that were taken to prevent 
negative side effects of the technology and explore whether this method of anticipation 
might also work for the scenario they are considering, or whether other methods might 
help to anticipate unintended outcomes. Students can practice distinguishing between hard 
and soft impact by describing all the outcomes they connect to a specific innovation. When 
asked to name potential outcomes of new technologies, students will probably start by 
naming hard impacts and have difficulty recognizing the soft impacts of the technology. 
Asking students to discuss how society might change when these new technologies are 
used for various applications will help them recognize the soft impact. To test if they thor-
oughly developed the competency to distinguish between hard and soft impacts, and can 
transfer this onto new examples, students can be asked to include hard and soft impacts in 
an essay or a scenario written by the students themselves.
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2.2  Reflexivity

The second dimension described by Stilgoe and colleagues is reflexivity, which is 
described as reflecting on one’s activities and commitments, understanding the limits of 
scientific knowledge, and becoming aware that a specific framing of an issue might not 
be universal (Stilgoe et al., 2013). When unpacking this description of reflexivity, it can 
both be interpreted as a call for epistemological reflection and a call for moral reflection. 
For biomedical scientists, reflexivity on both epistemological and moral questions is valu-
able when striving for responsible conduct of research. Epistemological questions lead to a 
reflection on why we know things and what justifies claims of knowledge. For biomedical 
scientists, these questions include: What is the research question being answered? Are the 
appropriate methods used and what is the justification for these methods? What are the 
criteria for confirming or denouncing a hypothesis? What conclusions can be drawn after 
the research is completed? Answering these types of questions might help researchers be 
more thoughtful in the communication of their research results and more transparent about 
uncertainties. When reflecting on ethical dimensions biomedical scientists should consider 
questions such as: Who benefits from certain research outcomes? Who might be negatively 
impacted by the research? Is there an appropriate informed consent procedure? Is the use 
of animal models appropriate in this type of research? Consideration of these types of 
questions might stimulate researchers to consult with ethicists or the public to make sure 
research outcomes are aligned with societal values.

The competencies described by Tassone and colleagues that are congruent with reflex-
ivity are self-awareness, situational awareness, social awareness or empathy, ethical think-
ing, and disruptive thinking (Tassone et  al., 2017). In these competencies, we recognize 
the importance of self-reflection, as well as reflection on the biomedical field as a whole, 
meaning that educational efforts for students should stimulate both a critical reflection on 
their own work, as well as work from others. Additionally, knowledge of what the guide-
lines of scientific integrity entail and what normative decisions biomedical researchers 
make in their daily practice can prepare students for the difficult choices they might face in 
the future. Disruptive thinking can be translated into the skill to think outside set bounda-
ries, but also have the courage to speak up when one feels errors have been made or rules 
of integrity have been broken. Although the importance of an epistemological reflection is 
not specifically mentioned in these competencies, biomedical scientists need the skills to 
reflect on how science produces new knowledge and understand the limits of this knowl-
edge. Therefore, we continue by describing learning goals and educational methods that 
can be valuable in stimulating this epistemological reflection. Subsequently, we describe 
how the framework of ethical decision-making can inform learning goals and instructional 
methods that stimulate reflection on scientific integrity and moral responsibilities.

2.2.1  Epistemological Reflexivity

In biomedical education, there is a strong focus on the knowledge that is produced in 
research efforts and the practical skills researchers need when working in a laboratory. 
However, to understand the role research has in producing knowledge and the potential pit-
falls of research methods, it is important that researchers also reflect on the epistemologi-
cal foundations of their field. This form of meta-research finds its origin in the philosophy 
of science, and aims to evaluate and improve research practices by looking at the used 
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methods, reporting, and reproducibility of research (Ioannidis et al., 2015). To participate 
in this form of reflection, it is important to teach students research methodology and spe-
cifically address the justification of the methods used (Grüne-Yanoff, 2014). Additionally, 
students should learn reasoning skills, and how to avoid reasoning fallacies. By teaching 
students to recognize faulty reasoning, like inferring positive conclusions from negative 
data, false generalization, or confusion between statistical correlation and causality, they 
learn to be more thoughtful when choosing methodologies and careful in drawing prelimi-
nary or faulty conclusions (Boniolo & Campaner, 2019). This asks for students to not only 
understand how the scientific process works, but also for students to recognize their own 
role in the production of new knowledge with its limitations and uncertainties.

To practice epistemological reflexivity, it is important that students reflect on their own 
work, as well as the work of others. This can be done in teaching activities in which the 
work of senior scientists is critically analyzed. Showing students that even papers pub-
lished in prominent journals can contain faulty lines of reasoning or draw overly optimis-
tic conclusions, helps them see the importance of properly reflecting on research meth-
ods, valuing peer review processes, and remaining critical even after scientific knowledge 
has been published. Additionally, criticizing and being criticized by fellow students is an 
important vehicle for stimulating reflexivity. Specifically addressing how to write the meth-
odology section of papers and having students explain or reproduce research based on its 
methodology could show them the importance of reproducibility and stimulate them to be 
attentive when writing the methodology of a research paper.

2.2.2  Scientific Integrity and Moral Reflexivity

Reflecting on the moral responsibilities associated with being a researcher is a fundamental 
competency for participating in responsible research. Moral responsibility entails among 
other things, adherence to the principles of transparency and integrity, including avoiding 
fraud and scientific misconduct, sharing important results with others, being open to criti-
cism, and serving as a peer reviewer for fellow scientists (Douglas, 2003). It is important 
that students understand these responsibilities and recognize their importance.

Biomedical scientists often participate in research that uses animals, which brings 
additional ethical questions but also rules and legislation that biomedical students have to 
understand. The same has to be argued for research using human biospecimen and research 
involving human trial participants. We do not argue that it is necessary for undergraduate 
biomedical students to be able to recall all the rules regarding experimentation on human 
or animal subjects. We believe this could better be approached as an affective goal in which 
students learn to value and respect the rules concerning research involving human subjects 
or animals. To achieve this, not only a reflection on current practices (e.g., ethical reflec-
tion on clinical trials and the use and sharing of personal data) but also a historical reflec-
tion (e.g., concerning the Tuskegee Syphilis Study, or the origin of the first immortalized 
human cell line) is important. This historical reflection can help to show how these exam-
ples of unethical research have led to international research ethics codes like the Belmont 
Report and the declaration of Helsinki that have a strong influence on current practice.

When considering the ethical aspects of biomedical research, it is insufficient to have 
scientists solely rely on personal judgment without any previous training on how to reflect 
on the ethical dilemmas that might arise. To help future scientists make these normative 
considerations, they need certain ethical competencies. A framework considering the skills 
necessary for ethical decision-making is described by Rest and colleagues (Rest, 1986). In 
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this framework, the process of ethical decision-making is divided into four fundamental 
steps: ethical sensitivity, ethical reasoning, ethical motivation, and ethical action. The first 
two steps in this process (ethical sensitivity and ethical reasoning) can be recognized in 
the competencies of reflexivity described by Tassone and colleagues and serve as learn-
ing goals for education for moral reflexivity. The latter two steps can be recognized in the 
dimension of responsiveness and are described later in this paper. Ethical sensitivity is the 
skill of identifying ethical aspects of a situation, including an intuition regarding others’ 
comfort and well-being. Ethical reasoning is the ability to reason about the ethical aspects 
of a dilemma and make judgments about which course of action is morally right.

2.2.3  Example of Teaching for Reflexivity

Reflexivity can be practiced by looking at the epistemological, methodological, ethical, 
and/or societal dimensions of different case studies. These can either be real life or imagi-
nary but plausible cases. For the epistemological and methodological cases, students can 
start by looking at the abstract of research papers. When looking at these abstracts, they 
should focus on the foundational steps in a research process, for example. distinguishing 
the research question that is being answered, why the specific methodology was used, what 
other methodologies could be used, or if the described conclusions are plausible and not 
overly optimistic.

When reflecting on the ethical aspects of using animals and human subjects, students 
can discuss unethical or dubious examples. Formulating their own rules on how to avoid 
this unethical research helps them to learn to value rules regarding the use of animals and 
human subjects in research. By comparing their own rules to the established rules, for 
example, described in the declaration of Helsinki, they’ll recognize that they might have 
overlooked some ethical aspects or aspects in which they were more strict than the set 
rules. To train the skill of ethical sensitivity as part of moral reflexivity, the four principles 
of bioethics described by Beauchamp and Childress can serve as the starting point (Beau-
champ & Childress, 2001). By examining the principles of autonomy, beneficence, non-
maleficence, and justice in case studies and narratives based on real-life situations, students 
see that ethical principles play a role in many biomedical research projects. Additionally, 
for expanding the skill of ethical sensitivity, teaching approaches can include discussions 
about the assumptions and values that accompany these principles, and how different val-
ues may cause conflicts in the described situation. To transition to ethical reasoning, stu-
dents should think critically about the ethically justifiable course of action and discuss this 
course of action with others. Discussions with fellow students about why they believe this 
course of action is morally right shows them that people can have different opinions about 
the values that should be deemed most important. This is an essential insight for realizing 
that many different perspectives must be considered in an ethical dilemma.

2.3  Inclusivity

The third dimension described by Stilgoe and colleagues is inclusivity, which stresses the 
importance of inclusion of additional voices in making decisions concerning developments 
in research and innovation. These voices not only include experts in different (scientific) 
disciplines but also stakeholders, and members of the public. They should be involved in a 
dialogue that takes place early in the scientific process (Stilgoe et al., 2013). Stakeholders 
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in biomedical research range from patients who potentially benefit from the new research 
to pharmaceutical companies and clinicians involved in the development and clinical 
implementations of biomedical technologies. Additionally, development of new technolo-
gies that can fundamentally change society requires early involvement of policymakers and 
the public in discussing the desirable outcomes of these developments. Different discipli-
nary experts who should be involved in multi-disciplinary discussions concerning biomedi-
cal innovation include ethicists, social scientists, and legal experts. Inclusivity of these dif-
ferent voices leads to higher legitimacy of research efforts and could contribute to greater 
trust of science in society.

Tassone and colleagues connect four competencies to the dimension of inclusivity: 
trans-disciplinary collaboration, participatory ability, multi-perspective and intercultural 
communication, and openness and transparency (Tassone et al., 2017). Reflecting on this, 
the described competencies can be seen as two-fold: the ability to communicate and to 
collaborate with the different groups affected by the research. Although Tassone and col-
leagues mention trans-disciplinary collaboration as one of the competencies for inclusivity, 
we feel that the term “multi-disciplinary collaboration” is more appropriate for describing 
this collaboration between different disciplines, because this collaboration does not neces-
sarily transgress the borders of separate disciplines. In addition to communication and col-
laboration skills, future scientists have to recognize that research can benefit from inclusion 
of different perspectives. These include disciplinary perspectives, as well as non-scientific 
perspectives, such as emotional or cultural perspectives. Becoming aware of the value of 
these different voices is, therefore, an additional goal for education aiming for inclusivity. 
In the following section, we describe learning goals and teaching activities that concern 
learning to value different perspectives, as well as skills for communicating and collabo-
rating with experts from different disciplinary backgrounds, societal stakeholders, and the 
public.

2.3.1  Value Different Disciplinary Perspectives and Multi‑Disciplinary Collaboration

To participate in multi-disciplinary collaborations, contributors must understand how dif-
ferent perspectives guide varied ways of thinking (Boon et al., 2019). These perspectives 
cause experts from different disciplines to ask different questions, refer to different disci-
pline-specific knowledge, and use diverse methods and technologies to come up with solu-
tions. Biomedical students have their own disciplinary perspective that is implicitly trans-
ferred to them by the biomedical researchers who educate them. Students should become 
aware of their disciplinary perspective and the potential biases it can cause. Furthermore, 
biomedical students should learn to appreciate that people with different backgrounds have 
different perspectives, and their views are valuable in multi-disciplinary collaborations. To 
make sure that students are aware of the insights and perspectives of various academic 
disciplines, it is important that they encounter professionals from these different disciplines 
in their education. An often-suggested method for doing so is to let students contribute to 
a multi-disciplinary project with students from other disciplines. However, education in 
multi-disciplinary groups might not be an effective teaching strategy if students are not pre-
pared to communicate and collaborate with students from other disciplinary perspectives. 
As a starting point for teaching these communication and collaboration skills, students 
need to understand the epistemological foundations of other disciplines and how knowl-
edge is constructed in those disciplines (Boon & Van Baalen, 2019). A useful approach 
to learning the epistemological foundations of other disciplines is to have teachers with 
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different disciplinary backgrounds teach about topics that are relevant for biomedical sci-
entists. Seeing how different experts reflect on a biomedical subject from their discipli-
nary perspective, and the methodologies they use to answer questions, might help students 
appreciate these different perspectives. Another valuable intervention might be to ask stu-
dents to put themselves in the shoes of an expert from another field and argue from another 
disciplinary perspective. This form of perspective-taking should not be done with the goal 
of becoming an expert in other disciplines, nor to learn how to reason exactly like the dis-
ciplinary expert, but it can help students realize potential bias in their disciplinary perspec-
tive and understand that other, perhaps better, methods to examine certain questions and 
problems can be found in other disciplines.

2.3.2  Value Non‑scientific Forms of Knowledge, Emotional Perspectives, 
and Bi‑directional Communication

In addition to recognizing perspectives from different scientific disciplines, students 
should also recognize the added value of non-scientific forms of knowledge, such as 
experiential and cultural knowledge. As science does not operate in a vacuum, society 
should be involved in the production and evaluation of new scientific knowledge (Jasa-
noff, 2004). In particular, research that concerns new treatment methods should include 
patients’ experience to increase the relevance and quality of the research (Caron-
Flinterman et al., 2005). In like manner, emotional perspectives are to be considered 
when discussing developments in biomedical research. These perspectives, shaped by 
local, cultural, and social norms, determine how the public feels towards biomedical 
research and the innovations that result from the research. Consequently, biomedi-
cal sciences students need to learn how to interact with the public, when consider-
ing the ethical and societal impact of their field. For this interaction to become truly 
inclusive of public perspectives, it is not sufficient to use a unidirectional approach 
to science communication in which the public is considered as a passive recipient of 
knowledge (Dudo & Besley, 2016; Nisbet & Scheufele, 2009) Additionally, it should 
be warranted that rather than thinking for the public, researchers should engage with 
the public. When efforts to engage with the public are not considered carefully, they 
might endorse stereotypes and reinforce the bias of biomedical researchers, rather than 
stimulating inclusivity (Warren et al., 2018). Therefore, preparing students to partici-
pate in a dialogue or bi-directional form of communication, in which there is a two-
way flow of information from the expert to the public and vice versa, is an essential 
part of a biomedical curriculum.

Work by Reincke et al. describes three recommendations for scientists that interact with 
the public using such a dialogue approach (Reincke et al., 2020). These recommendations 
can be used in defining learning goals that prepare for participating in bi-directional com-
munication with the public. The first recommendation proposed by Reincke and colleagues 
concerns the responsibility of experts to share knowledge in an accessible way, congruent 
with the needs of conversation partners. Discussing new scientific innovations in a man-
ner that is beneficial for both scientists and the public requires all participants to be able to 
recognize the meaning of innovations in their personal lives, as well as for society at large. 
A congruent learning goal for biomedical students is the ability to discuss science in a way 
that is comprehensible and relevant for people of different cultural backgrounds and levels 
of scientific knowledge. This means that students should be able to communicate scientific 
ideas without using discipline-specific jargon, with a focus on meaning instead of technical 
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details. The second recommendation for experts is to be open to listen and learn from the 
public, meaning that research should be responsive to multiple perspectives. For students, 
this necessity to listen and learn to the public translates into recognizing and valuing non-
scientific knowledge and emotional perspectives. The final recommendation is to invest in 
relations with conversation partners. This relationship should be based on a mutual feeling 
of trust. To be able to create a relationship based on trust with the public, students need to 
learn to be open in transparent in their communication. This includes sensitive communi-
cation about uncertainties and risks, and honesty about the limits of knowledge.

2.3.3  Example of Teaching for Inclusivity

An example of how students can learn to appreciate inclusivity is by allowing them 
to actively participate in, and reflect on, societal dialogues. In such dialogues, experts 
from different disciplinary backgrounds, stakeholders, and members from the public 
discuss the desirability of scientific innovations. Reflecting on the role the experts take 
in public dialogues can help them to recognize their own responsibilities in interaction 
with the public. Furthermore, students can recognize the role of different disciplinary 
perspectives in discussing the outcomes of biomedical innovations. Comparing their 
own views and opinions with those of other disciplinary experts, stakeholders, and the 
public will help them recognize their own disciplinary perspective and appreciate that 
people from different backgrounds view things from a different perspective. Having 
students facilitate and participate in actual ongoing societal dialogues can be regarded 
as a form of community-engaged learning. By taking the role of an expert in their 
own dialogue sessions, students can practice their science communication skills. By 
involving members of the public, students get real experience with open and transpar-
ent communication as well as translating biomedical knowledge to information that is 
comprehensible for a layperson audience. Additionally, by engaging in such a dialogue 
with a layperson audience, students can become aware of the contributive ideas the 
public might have to help the progress of biomedical research.

2.4  Responsiveness

The fourth and last dimension described by Stilgoe and colleagues is responsiveness. For 
responsible conduct of research, it is not only important to ask the right questions but 
also respond to these questions and use new information to change the course of action 
(Stilgoe et  al., 2013). Although responsiveness is an obvious last addition to the dimen-
sions of responsible research and can be seen as the final objective, it is the most difficult 
one to translate into a specific skill set. An example of responsivess in biomedical research 
is a researcher who shows responsibility towards the ethical and societal dimensions of his 
research and is willing to drastically change the direction of a research project based on 
criticism from outside voices, even if this stalls the research process. However, this requires 
a specific attitude rather than a specific set of skills that can be practiced. When reflecting 
on the competencies of responsiveness described by Tassone et al., navigating complexity/
wickedness, adaptability, and agency, we recognize these behavioral goals in adaptability 
and agency. Because biomedical students, especially at an undergraduate level, do not have 
the real-life experience of being responsible for the course of action in large research pro-
jects, they have difficulty imagining the challenge of changing their research direction once 
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it is set in motion. Additionally, it is impossible to ensure that students translate attitudes 
taught in an educational setting into their future research practice. It might, therefore, be 
unrealistic to expect students to master the competencies of agency and adaptability after a 
few years of education. However, when aiming for these competencies of responsiveness, 
the first step is to show the complexity and wickedness of the issues that they will face in 
their career. Awareness of this complexity, together with the skills described previously 
that are congruent with the dimensions of anticipation, reflexivity, and inclusion, might 
serve as the first stepping stone to help students develop the attitudinal aspects necessary 
for agency and adaptability. In the following paragraphs, we further explain this line of 
reasoning.

2.4.1  Teaching for Complexity and Wickedness

As society is developing, many of the problems we face are becoming more complex. 
These complex, or wicked, problems have certain characteristics, including that there 
is seldom a single right answer, and attempts to a solution may have unintended conse-
quences that could cause new problems (Rittel & Webber, 1973). Additionally, wicked 
problems often cannot be solved within the boundaries of a single discipline. Teaching 
students to think in an interdisciplinary way can help them navigate this complexity. In 
contrast to multi-disciplinary competence, which focuses on working together with experts 
from different disciplines, interdisciplinary competence asks for a transcendence of the 
border of a single expertise and combines knowledge from different disciplines to attain 
new ideas. To learn to bridge different disciplines, reflection on an issue from various 
angles has to be stimulated (Boon & Van Baalen, 2019; Grüne-Yanoff, 2014; Spelt et al., 
2009). This can be done by reflecting on case studies and current world problems in which 
this complexity, and therefore the necessity for an interdisciplinary approach, can be rec-
ognized. In these wicked problems, biomedical research can be the cause of the problem, 
the solution to the problem, or even both. Recognizing the role of biomedical sciences in 
both creating and solving these wicked problems can be the first stepping stone to become 
responsive. By looking at role models who contribute to solving wicked problems with an 
interdisciplinary approach, students can understand how scientists can be responsive. The 
focus of these efforts should be how certain responses shaped society and which additional 
problems arose when choosing this course of action, showing that there is not a perfect 
response to complex and wicked problems.

2.4.2  Preparing for Agency and Adaptability

The next step in responsible conduct of research is agency, followed by adaptability. 
Agency can be described as the competency and desire to practice responsible research. 
In the earlier mentioned framework of ethical decision-making, this translates to the steps 
of ethical intent. In the same framework for ethical decision-making, adaptability can be 
recognized as ethical action, the step in which ethical intent translates into a corresponding 
action (Rest, 1986). These competencies can be seen as the ultimate goal for education in 
responsible conduct of research. However, teaching specific intentions and actions might 
not be an effective approach, as there is a disparity between knowing and following the 
right course of action (Clarkeburn, 2002). Without real-life experiences, students have diffi-
culty understanding how external pressures caused by lack of funding, publication indexes, 
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and media coverage, for example, might influence their actions. This makes it difficult to 
ensure that educational approaches truly lead to certain ways of acting in the future. How-
ever, educational approaches can stimulate the competencies students need to strengthen 
their motivation for moral agency and adaptability. Many of the learning goals described in 
the previous sections focus on seeing the value of efforts that promote anticipation, reflex-
ivity, and inclusivity. By creating awareness of the potential value of these dimensions, 
students might become more motivated to participate in these types of efforts. According 
to the theory of self-determination, motivation is mediated by a perception of competence 
(Ryan & Deci, 2000). It is presumed that the educational efforts described in this paper will 
build the student’s confidence and competence. Therefore, making these learning goals an 
integrated part of biomedical curricula prepares students to become responsive biomedi-
cal researchers who participate in responsible biomedical research efforts. The first steps 
towards becoming a responsive professional can already be taken in biomedical training, 
most effectively in educational settings that resemble the future working environment as 
closely as possible, for example, during internships, interdisciplinary group projects or 
community-engaged learning.

2.4.3  Example of Teaching for Responsiveness

Biomedical research can be both part of the cause and the solution to a wicked problem. 
The current Covid-19 pandemic can be seen as an example of such a wicked problem. 
By discussing different aspects of a wicked problem students can appreciate that taking 
responsive actions, when dealing with wicked problems helps to find better solutions. As 
an exercise, students can think out the process of vaccine development during a worldwide 
pandemic. As the urgency for a vaccine, during a pandemic is high, students have to think 
about ways to speed up the process of vaccine development, considering rules of safety and 
ethical guidelines. Additionally, the need for worldwide distribution of the vaccine asks for 
a deliberation that involves many different stakeholders to determine how to develop, test, 
and distribute the vaccine. Looking at this case, it becomes clear that vaccine development 
in case of a pandemic involves many different facets that ask for an interdisciplinary and 
responsive approach.

3  Curriculum Embedment

When responsiveness to the ethical and societal dimensions of the biomedical research field 
is regarded a crucial learning objective in biomedical education, educational activities that 
stimulate anticipation, reflexivity, inclusivity, and responsiveness should have a designated 
place in biomedical educational programs. However, proper implementation of all the sug-
gested learning goals can only be achieved with extensive curriculum reform. Although it 
is beyond the scope of this paper to discuss in detail how such curriculum reform could be 
designed from the program down to the level of individual courses, we will elaborate on 
some of the practicalities of implementation that are worthy of consideration.

The first consideration is the strategy for implementation. Two distinctive strategies 
have been suggested by others. The first is the implementation of dedicated modules or 
courses in which the ethical and societal dimensions are discussed extensively (Bryant & 
Baggott La Velle, 2003). The second approach is a more spread-out approach in which 
the societal and ethical aspects are discussed across the curriculum, and as an integral 
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part of already existing courses (Cech, 2015; Wimmers & Gasparich, 2014). In this sec-
ond approach, educational activities that stimulate reflection on the ethical and societal 
dimensions can be linked to the content knowledge that is taught at specific moments. This 
means, for example, that an introductory course in genomics can discuss the importance of 
public engagement in deciding whether we should use new technologies to edit the DNA 
of embryos, or that a course in pharmacology can discuss the ethical and legal consid-
eration of doing a drug trial in low- and middle-income countries. However, solely using 
this rather fragmented approach might not be sufficient if we want students to truly master 
the described learning goals. An approach in which both dedicated courses and spread-
out learning activities are combined, might therefore be most favorable. In a dedicated 
and obligatory course, students can develop the foundational competencies for analyzing 
the ethical and societal dimensions in their field. These competencies can then be further 
developed and applied in a more practical context via short modules or sessions in existing 
courses in the curriculum.

A second consideration concerns who should teach biomedical students about the ethi-
cal and societal dimensions of their field. One approach is inviting disciplinary specialists 
(e.g., philosophers, ethicists, or social scientists) to teach these students. Another approach 
is to have biomedical scientists teach these aspects of the biomedical field. However, as 
both the disciplinary specialists and the biomedical scientists are specialists in their own 
field, their disciplinary perspectives might be a limitation in teaching students to see the 
diverse perspectives that are relevant when discussing the ethical and societal dimension of 
biomedical research. Multi-disciplinary collaborations between these educators in shaping, 
and developing educational material, and teaching these ethical and societal dimensions 
might therefore be an interesting approach. In such a co-teaching construction, teachers 
from different backgrounds can show that biomedical topics can be viewed from different 
perspectives. At the same time, they can serve as role models in showing students the ben-
efits of multi-disciplinary collaboration.

The final consideration for curriculum embedment of the suggested learning goals is 
developing valid tools for assessment. Ethical competencies are often assessed by using 
open ended-questions or grading essays written by students. However, when trying to 
assess if students have truly mastered and internalized the competencies to conduct 
responsible biomedical research, such assessment methods might not be sufficient. Useful 
approaches can be found in teacher education in which methods are described to assess 
teacher dispositions (Burant et  al., 2007; Schussler et  al., 2010). Another approach that 
might be applicable for assessing the competencies to reflect on the ethical and societal 
dimensions of biomedical research might be the framework of “entrustable professional 
activities” (EPAs) which is developed for medical education (Ten Cate & Scheele, 2007). 
In this approach,competencies are assessed based on the level of responsibility that a 
teacher believes can be entrusted to the student.

4  Concluding Remarks

In this paper, we analyzed how the policy framework of Responsible Research and Inno-
vation can inform teachers about what future biomedical scientists need to know and do 
in order to contribute to responsible research practices. We analyzed the four dimensions 
defined by Stilgoe and colleagues (anticipation, reflexivity, inclusivity, and responsiveness) 
in relation to ideas and frameworks from other disciplines, to define learning goals and 
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outline teaching approaches for biomedical students. A summary of the proposed learning 
goals can be found in Table 1. We found that the proposed dimensions can be worked out 
into concrete learning goals and congruent teaching activities. Regarding the final dimen-
sion, responsiveness, we propose that learning activities that stimulate both seeing the 
value of and building a feeling of competence in the dimensions of anticipation, reflexivity, 
and inclusivity will lay the foundations to become responsive biomedical scientists and, 
therefore, responsible societal actors in the future.

Reflecting on what science is, what it ought to be, and what role scientists have played 
and should play in society, is what characterizes the work of scholars in the fields of his-
tory, philosophy, and sociology of science. Therefore, their work can be inspirational for 
the operationalization of the proposed learning goals. Many others have described the use-
fulness of insights and educational approaches from the disciplines of history, philosophy, 
and sociology of science. It is even suggested that students in the foundational fields of 
history, philosophy, and sociology have a better understanding of the nature of science 
than students in scientific disciplines (Akgun & Kaya, 2020). Nonetheless, we feel that 
many disciplinary programs in higher education barely make use of what these fields have 
to offer to the education of their students. However, simply implementing knowledge and 
course material from these specific fields into science curricula might not be sufficient. In 
their study assessing the impact of a history of science course for science students, Abd-
El-Khalick and Lederman have suggested that to improve students’ understanding of the 
nature of science, educational approaches should focus on the conceptual framework of 
history of science (Abd-El-Khalick & Lederman, 2000). Using this approach, science edu-
cation from a historical perspective can focus on the social, cultural, and political contexts 
certain biomedical discoveries were done. This can provide insights into the importance of 
today’s social-cultural context for scientific research (Jardim et al., 2021). From a philo-
sophical perspective, this can entail critical reflection on how personal values influence 
the professional activities of scientists, and therefore how individual values in the future 
might shape their own research practices (Koster & de Regt, 2020). Science teaching from 
a sociological perspective can show the human side of science, by focusing on behaviors, 
values, practices, and attitudes of both scientists and society in accepting scientific knowl-
edge (Allchin, 2004; Dunlop & Veneu, 2019).

The challenge that remains for scholars in science education lies in identifying design 
principles for concrete learning and teaching strategies that are well-grounded in academic 
insights derived from these fields. The scholarly approach to arrive at these design princi-
ples is educational design research (Akker et al., 2013; McKenney & Reeves, 2014). Our 
findings summarized in Table 1 can be the starting point for such design-based educational 
research to gain insight is the inner working of learning and teaching activities that aim for 
developing competencies in anticipation, reflexivity, inclusivity, and responsiveness.

This paper is specifically written with a focus on biomedical scientists, which means 
that we seek to identify learning goals that are in a way domain-specific for this group. 
Although, competencies on these four dimensions are relevant for students in all fields, 
we believe that expertise in responsible research processes should be stimulated in close 
connection with the disciplinary role that students will have in these processes. Therefore, 
a domain-specific interpretation and elaboration of the four dimensions into concrete learn-
ing goals and activities is essential. We hope that our analysis inspires educators in other 
disciplines to make comparable analyses for the needs of their students. We feel that in this 
way we can all take our responsibility as discipline-based educators to help our students in 
becoming broadly oriented, responsive actors in our changing society.
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